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0. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this article is to investigate nonnegative solutions of the 
degenerate nonlinear diffusion problem 
~4: = UAU + g(u) in (0. ,x)xG? (O.i ) 
u=o on (0, KJ ) x dQ (0.2) 
u = ug on {O) x sz. (0.3 ) 
A biological model of this form has been proposed in [I]. However, the 
main interest of this equation is the behaviour different from equations in 
divergence form 
II, = Ad(u) +g(ui (0.4) 
Whereas for equations of type (0.4) existence of weak solutions and also 
uniqueness in most cases have been established by various techniques (see 
12, 3, 4]), these results lack for equations like (0.1 f. 
And indeed, what we will show is that uniqueness fails dramatically since 
there is, for every 6 > 0, a weak solution with extinction time 6. We only 
get a unique maximal solution, and for nice initial data this is characterized 
by the property that its support remains constant in time. 
The paper is organized as follows: Section 1 is devoted to existence, the 
properties of the solutions are studied in Section 2, and uniqueness is 
discussed in Section 3. 
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We would like to mention that independently M. Ughi [S] has 
investigated (0.1) in one space dimension. 
In her article there is an explicit counterexample to uniqueness along the 
lines of Remark 4 at the end of this article. Nonexpansion of the support of 
11 is proved there, also and a uniqueness theorem is obtained for a 
divergence form reformulation of (0.1). The last result requires logarithmic 
integrability of u0 on its support. 
1. EXISTENCE 
The following assumptions on the data will be made throughout: 
(H.l) R c 5X” is an open bounded domain, with Lipschitz boundary 
x2. 
(H.2) g is locally Lipschitz continuous on [0, cc j, g(0) =0 and 
limsup,,., (g(zd)/u’)= K<A,, where A1 denotes the first eigenvalue of 
Laplace’s equation in !S with Dirichlet boundary values. 
(H.3) u,eC?+ := {~EC’I,,~O a.e. in a)-. 
Let QT := (0, 7’) x Sz. V := L”(QT) n L2(0, T, H~~2(sZ)), then we define. 
DEFINITION. UE V is a weak solution of (O.l)-(0.3) on [O, T] if 
a u E v* I (1.1) 
holds with initial value zlo, that is, 
j’(~,~+llj‘ b-uo)~,cp=~ 
0 0 a 
for every test function cp E Vn H’,r(Q.), cp( T) = 0, and 
The following regularity property gives us the main tool for proving the 
existence of a weak solution. 
LEMMA 1. If u is a weak solution then for all CI E (0, I), 
ss- 
T Ivu12<c 
0 n 2.f 
% (1.3) 
holds. 
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Proqf Since u is nonnegative, we may take as a test function 
1 
~:=(u+Ey 
& > 0, z E (0, 1). 
3 
Then 
from which, observing that (u + s)l-’ is concave function of U, we have 
The integral on the right is bounded independently of E. This proves (1.3). 
THEOREM 1 (Existence). Uncler CLWZ4~2p~iO?2.Y (H.l )-(H.3), problem 
(O.l)-(0.3) admits a weak solution. 
Proof. Let us consider the sequence of nondegenerate problems 
24 E, = 14,614, + gc(u,) in (0, T) xQ 
U, = E on (0, T) x dQ (1.4) 
where E > 0 and the functions g, are defined by 
g, :=g+a, in [0, +co) 
a, := max max{ -g(u), 0). 
O<u<e 
Observe that the sequence (gEjE,O is monotone increasing. 
Equation (1.4) admits a unique classical solution. And by the known 
comparison theorem (or Theorem 6 j we have 
E<~,~Cil~4oI,, K), LIEI d 11E2 if .2r <El, (1.5) 
where ctluol~, K) denotes a constant depending on the terms with 
brackets, and K is the constant in assumption (H.2) which guarantees that 
the solution exists for all time T> 0. 
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With the same argument of Lemma 1, it results that 
1.r = lv~eIz<c M E (0, 1). 0 DOJT’ a’ (1.6) 
From (1.5), (1.6) it follows that the sequence u,~ is bounded in r*, and 
we can assume without loss of generality that 
zt, -+ u 
z4, -+ u 
UE, + u, 
and that ZI, satisfies (1.1). 
weakly in L’(0, T; fP2(R)) 
strongly in L2(Q =) 
weakly in V* ’ 
Now we have to show that, indeed u satisfies (1.2), and then we need 
“strong” convergence of (VU,),,~ in order to go to the limit in 
(1.7) 
For this purpose, we take as a test function in (1.7), cp := zlf - (s2 -I u’). 
This yields 
s r(u,,, z+(E2+u2))+Jorj-Q lvzz~12(zl~-(~2+U2))+:~or~) IV(Z~,:-U2)12 0 
= .cor.r, (+v(z12). V(uf - u2) + g,(u,)(u: - (F2 + u')). 
Due to the estimations previously obtained the first term on the left (for 
a.a.T) and the expression on the right converge to zero as E + 0, then 
lim 1 I a?- (v(u+4’)l’=o. s-0 0 Q 
The strong convergence of V(uz) to V(U’) in L’((0, T) x Q) furthermore 
implies 
vu, + vu in P(K) (1.8) 
t An additional consideration is necessary, since the time derivatives have a L’ part, which 
might converge to a negative measure. Estimate (1.3) shows that nothing can happen at the 
lateral boundary. Standard methods then give local L’ bounds for the time derivatives which 
extend up to the time f = 0 if the initial values are in W2. Approximation from below for con- 
tinuous initial data shows that there is no jump at I = 0. The continuity requirement might be 
relaxed to: For almost all x such that u,(x) > 0, there exists an HI.? function L between 0 and 
u0 such that L’(XJ > 0. 
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strongly, where K denotes any set of the form 
{(?,x)EQ~I~ER,~>O, u(x, ti>S), 
Combining (1.6) with (1.7) we obtain IVu,l’---f lVu\’ strongly in 
L’((0, T) X a). In fact, we have 
when 6 > 0 is such that {(t, x) E QTI u(x, r) 3 6) is not empty, (otherwise it 
is trivial). 
Concluding, we can go to the limit in (1.7) as E + 0 obtaining that II 
satisfies (1.2). which proves the claim. 
We will refer to u as regular solution of the problem. 
Remark 1. We have considered assumption (t-1.2) for the sake of sim- 
plicity. This assumption indeed can be relaxed, that is, Theorem 1 remains 
valid also when g E C[O, #co) and locally Lipschitz on (0, + ‘;G), requiring 
that 
lim sup ,0(u)’ 
I I 
- < const. 
u - 0 ux 
for some E E (1, l), in order to obtain an estimate like (1.6) 
2. STRUCTURE OF THE SOLUTIONS 
In this section we give some characterizations of the solution u of 
(0.1 k(O.3) in term of extendibility and localization phenomena. 
THEOREM 2. Let a c iw” open and connected, fi 3 l2; 0, := (0, T) x 0. g 
u is a weak solution of (O.l)--(0.3) on Q,, the function 
U 
li := 
in QT 
0 in oAQT. 
is a weak solution of (O.l)-(0.3) on or, w?th initial data 
ii, := 
1 
uo in to> XQ 
0 in (0) x (0\Q) 
Proof. We have only to verify (1.2). For small 6, let 
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$6(b1!) :=inf(kt’/d, 1). Supp $Jc)c Q,, then we can write for every 
cp E 8:= Lm(Qrj n L’(0, T, H$2(0)), 
which converges to zero as 6 -+ 0 in virtue of L2-boundedness of Vu. 
More generally, with the same argument, we can obtain a weak solution 
for the problem (O.l)-(0.2) in Qr, with opportune initial data, “gluing” 
together weak solutions for (0.1~(0.3) on subcylinders. 
Before stating the theorem on the localization property, we specify that 
for a function 1~: Q -+ R’ + u {0}, we denote by G = {X E Q 1 NJ(X) > 0} and 
define 
(when B, denotes (~‘1 IX-J,/ <<p}). 
THEOREM 3. Let u be a weak solution oj- (O.l)-(0.3 j with supp u. t+ Q. 
Then supp u(t) c supp u. a.e. in (0, T). 
Proof: Let II/: a + R, which satisfies the conditions. 
(i) supp $ = Q\supp ldo, 
(ii) * E Con H’,‘(O). 
(For example: $(A-) := inf((dist(.u, supp uoj u X?))/o, l), rs d 1.) Observe 
that condition (i) implies $. uo- 0 on Q. We take as a test function in 
(1,2) q := $/(u + E) obtaining 
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Then 
from which, for every 6 sufficiently small, we also have 
where c is independent on E. We can conclude 
~(((t,~)~(r}x{~=l)~~(t,X)>6j)=0 for all t E (0, T), 
which implies the claim. 
3. UNIQ‘LTENESS 
In the first part of this section we show that the problem (O.f )-(0.3) does 
not admit a unique solution, giving a counterexample; in the second part 
we state a comparison and a uniqueness theorem under some auxiliary 
assumptions. 
DEFINITION. We. call u E I/ a weak subsolution (supersolution) if 
u d ( > ) 0 on (0, T) x i3Q and if (1.1 )( 1.2) are fulfilled with = replaced by 
d ( > ) for all test function cp with ~(0) < 0 in (1.1) and cp 2 0 in (1.2). 
3.1. A Coun terexample 
For this purpose, we consider the problem 
u,=odu+c~vv+g(L~) in (0, l~)x!S (3.1) 
L’ = 0 on (0, i-r,)x SC2 (3.2.) 
v = uo on (0) x Q, (3.3) 
when C E R”, with assumptions (H.l t(H.3). We define solution (sub, super) 
of this problem, as usual, in a weak sense, in the same manner as for the 
problem (O.l )-(0.3). 
THEOREM 4. For all C E R”, the problem (3.1)-(3.3) admits a weak 
solution. 
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Proof: Exactly as our Theorem 1, considering the approximating 
problems 
u,, = VJV, + F-Vu, -t g,(v,) in (0, cc)xQ 
v, = 8 on (0, co)xdQ (3.4) 
11,0 =u,+& on (O}xG? 
It is immediate to verify that the estimate (1.3) and the counterpart for this 
problem of Theorem 2 continue to be valid. 
We observe that to solve (3.1)-(3.3) in a fixed cylinder is equivalent to 
solving the original problem with a prescribed direction of propagation. 
This yields 
THEOREM 5. For every CE R” there exists a weak solution of 
(0, l)-(0, 3) 24?, such that 
supp u, c (R + x supp ~4~) 
n((t,x)~R+xR”jx~-y,-Fjt=O,i=l, --,n,yEa>. 
Proqf: Let C E R” and v a solution of (3.1 k(3.3). By the counterpart of 
Theorem 2 we can extend v by zero obtaining a solution on R+ x R”, from 
which 24(x, t) := v(x - d, t) is a solution of the original problem in R+ x R”, 
whose support is continued in ((t, x) E R+ x R”( xi- yi - tit = 0, i= l,..., n, 
y E Sz}. However, by virtue of Theorem 3, supp u(t) c supp uo, t > 0, which 
implies the claim. 
In other words, we can say that for every T> 0 there exists a solution 
with extinction time T. This suggests a uniqueness criteria, that is, 
“positivity” of the solution for all times in a sense that we shall specify 
later. 
3.2. Comparison and Uniqueness Results 
We can formulate a comparison theorem under a stronger assumption 
on the data, namely, 
(H.4) f(u) := g(u)/u is uniformly Lipschitz continuous from above on 
[0, CD j, i.e., there exists a KE R such that 
f(z4) -f(w) d K(U - w), 0 < 1%’ < u. 
THEOREM 6. Under condition (H. 1 )--(H.4), let u + be a supersolution such 
that u + 3 F > 0 in Q,, and u ~ a subsolution. If u + or u ~~ belongs to 
H’,‘((O, T) x Sz), and u-(0, -) < u+(O, v), then u- <u+. 
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‘To prove the theorem we use 
LEMMA 2. Let u E V, U,E V*, LIE H’.‘((O, T) x Q), q5 be u monotone 
smooth, convex scalar uuiued function, sign,(z) := sign(z) inf(lz//6, 1) then 
=Z I‘ (’ ‘Usign,(4j(z)-f$(o))+ &-/‘sign,(&O)-&z)),~ tiz ’ -n Jo 0 !I 0 
Proof. For t=O the term on the left is equal to the term on the right. 
then we have only to verify that they have the same derivative respect to 
the time. For this purpose we have to check the first term on the right, that 
we denote by F(u, P). It results F(u, v) is C’ convex-function with respect o 
z4 for any fixed U, then we can apply, by known result, the chain rule: the 
same is true respect o the variable r due to the regularity assumption on it. 
Proof of Theorem 6. Suppose that uc E HI-‘((0, T) x Q) and take as test 
functions in ( 1.2 ) 
(p+ := sign,((u --14+)+) and 
sign,((u--z4+)+). 
u+ 
cp- := > 
Li 
then we get 
i’((log(u )-log(u+)),, sign,((u- -Ll’)+)i 
0 
e uo7 Uif(u-)-f(u+))sign,((u~-u’),) (-1 
4 j ’ IV(u--tr+)(‘sign;((uP -u+)+) 0 n 
and by (H.4), 
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(where c( ., ., .) denotes a constant). Putting u = log up, v = log U+ by 
Lemma 2, and the inequality in (1.1) for U- and u+, we obtain 
s t’(T) sign [eT - e’] + & - sign[l -e-l+ & 0 > 
(e’ - e’) + signh[e’ - e’] dz 
The term on the left converges to SD 1 u - u / + (T) and the first term on right 
to zero as b -+ 0, obtaining 
from which, by Gronwall’s Lemma, it results 
log U- =log U+ on the set :24- > u, >, 
where the strict monotonicity of the function log implies a contradiction, 
therefore u ~ < u + . 
Remark 2. From Theorem 6, it follows that the set of the limits of 
sequences of “regular” strictly positive solutions of (O.l)-(0.3) contains only 
one element. 
Remark 3. The solutions of the kind u,(x, t) := v(x - ?t, t), E E KY’, when 
L! is the (regular) solution of (3.1)-(3.3), have the property 
suppu,=(R+ xsuppu,)n ((~,x)ER+ xR”Ix-Jv+?t=O,yEDj, 
i.e., equality holds for the supports in Theorem 5, so all the U, are distinct. 
Indeed, we compare v, with the functions constructed in the following 
way: for ~2 E supp ~4~ and 6 >O such that then exists p >O with 
B,(y) = {X Ix-~,1 I <p} c supp u. and infBpC?ij ~~36, let ddJ, the first 
eigenfunction of Laplaces’s equation on Bp( ,v) with Ida,, ( ic = 6, defined 
~~,: .= dd.,.(x +Ft) epy’ if x~Bp(y), t~(0, t7, 
‘ . 0 otherwise, 
where i= sup{ t ( B,(y + ct) c a). We get that ~1~ is subsolution of 
(3.1b(3.3) for y large enough, independently on G. That proves the claim. 
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To state a uniqueness theorem we assume: 
(H5) (i) USE H’,‘(Q): for every 6 >O, there exists x6 >0 such that 
i&,, u,>,a,, where Qcja := {.XXsupp ~4~ 1 dist(x, S 
supp 240) 2 6). Also suppose (t4Eff;~2(i2jlu=o in 
C(supp UC!)) = Hk’(supp UC)). 
(ii) u is a solution of (O.l)-(0.3j and there exists a,(r)>O, 
t E (0, T) such that infQua 24(t) 2 mxd(t’). 
LEMMA 3. Assunze (H.l)-(H.S)(i). Then u=lim,,, U, (u,, E >O 
solutions of (1.4)) belongs to H’.2((0, T)xQ) and satisfies (H.5) (ii). 
Proof. Let us consider the problems (1.4), E > 0. Multiplying by ~l,~,.iu, n 
(1.4) and integrating by parts we obtain 
where, using (H.2) and (H.5)(i), the term on the right side is bounded; 
from which (u,,I Lo < c, c independent on E. Then we can conclude 
u E H’,2((0, T) x Q)). 
To prove the second part of the claim, let 6 > 0 and 
%,2 dodi2 e 
-(iO,$2+K)I 
u* := 
in (0, T) x Q8iz 
0 otherwise, 
CX~,~, Q006:z defined in (H.5)(ij and 4d,,b + dOb do5 = 0 in sZ0b,.2, do6 20 in 
Qn:2, 4bb.2 = 0 on ZQnj2 and K Lipschitz constant ofg(s),‘s on [0, CC~~~]. It is 
easy to verify that u,‘is subsolution of (O.l)-(0.3) for every E >0 and then 
by comparison theorem 
and in particular 
11, 3 116 on (0, T) x R, E > 0, 
from which going to the limit as E -+ 0 u 3 a&(t) on (0, Tj x Qos. 
THEOREM 7. Under assumptions (H.l )(H.Sj(i) the problem (0.1) - (0.3) 
admits a zlrzique solutiorz satisjj~ing (HS)(ii). 
Proof: For the sake of simplicity, we assume that supp u0 be connected. 
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Let u, u be solutions of (O.l)-(0.3), where u is defined as in Lemma 3. By 
Theorem 6, v<u. 
In order to prove u = U, let 4 be the first eigenfunction of d on supp z+, 
and, for 6 > 0, sufficiently small, 
@, E C,“(SUPP %I), (cl-@,/,,.266. 
We take as test functions in (1.2). cpU = @Ju and (pL’ = d6/v, obtaining, after 
obvious manipulations, 
and taking the limit as 6 --f 0 and integrating by parts 
This yields 
(c denotes a constant) and then, by Gronwall’s lemma, it results u = LX 
In general, if the supp u. is not connected, i.e., supp u0 = u Ri, Bi con- 
nected and Qjn Oi= @ we take in place of d, the function $ := sup,,,(#) 
where IJ~’ is the first eigenfunction in Qj, with eigenvalue Ai, extended by 
zero on the whole domain. 
Remark 4. Assumption (H.5 j cannot be weakened as it is shown in follow- 
ing counterexample. 
For the sake of simplicity, let us consider in (0.1)(0.3) g= 0, 12 = 1 and 
0 E Q = ( -a, b), a, b > 0. Assume ~4~ E TV’.“(Q), with inf, du, B C, u,(O) = 0 
and there exist p >O such that u,(x)>~~x~ in B,(O). We know that in this 
case a solution of (O.l)-(0.3) can be obtained solving the problem in 
(0, T) x (-a, 0) and in (0, T) x (0, b); but it is possible to prove that the 
regular solution z4 becomes positive in 0. For this purpose we construct a 
comparison solution ii with positivity property in 0. Observe that under the 
previous assumptions, we have u( p, t) 2 crp” e”, t>O; in fact 
v, := u,Ju, = AzfB, satisfy the equation 
v,, = u, Au, + 2Vu, vu, + v f) 
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for which a minimum principle holds. Thus, let G the regular solution in 
(0, F) x B,(O), with initial data 
_ ._ cd 
I40 .- 
1 
if 1x1 <.Y 
2ax /x - (X/2)( if p > I.x~ 3 ,U. 
0 < X < p; and boundary data b := 2ctX(p - (T/2)) > 0. We choose 
T= (l,‘lCJ ) log(ap2/b), that yields 14 1 
theorem fi d u in (0, F) x B,(O). 
CO.r,X ?Bp,Oj >, b and by the comparison 
Since fiO is a convex function we can affirm that G is not decreasing in 
time or equivalently ii is convex with respect to x for ail t > 0. For regular 
solutions multiplying (0.1) with 1, ~4; 24,/u, respectively, we get the three 
equations, 
(i) S,J”,logz4=j,,LY,.u, 
(ii) jn?l~+jn IV~~l”=b~,,d,,~4, 
(iii) jn ((~r~)‘,h) + 8, In ( lvu12/2) = 0 
(b=Lil ) (o,TlrZR 
Equations (i) and (ii) lead to 
(3.5) 
Moreover, from (iii), we can deduce that j B,,O, !Vfil’ is decreasing in time, 
In fact, if we assume jBploj IViij’ constant, that is, G,=O a.e. in 
(0, T) x B,(O), by (3.5), we obtain a contradiction. Assume 
fi(0, t) = 0, t > 0; then 
which implies 
[ logI(J- t > 0. (3.6) 
-B,(ol Bp(O) 
logir(0)>~, 
By virtue of the convexity property, ii d (b/p) /xl, I > 0, then (3.6) has to be 
verified when we consider o := (b/p) 1x1 in place of z?(t). In order to prove 
8( ., 0) & 0, we show that 
J ‘, P (o) log $ I4 - j B,(O) P 
which leads to a contradiction. 
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By obvious calculation in (3.6), we obtain 
or equivalently 
(3.8) 
when, choosing p/-T big enough, (3.7) is satisfied for CI 3 ICI, which implies 
the claim. 
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